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System Equine has been designing and producing some of the 
highest quality stalls in the world for over 30 years. We are located in 
a small agricultural town in Ontario, Canada with access to high quality, 
hardworking people that want to build you and your horses the best and 
safest equipment possible. Our team includes some of the most skilled 
horse stall designers and builders in the world, that’s the System 
advantage.

When building a stall system we can start with one of our existing styles, 
or from our client’s ideas and inspirations for a completely unique design. 
Our production team manufactures each stall to customers’ specifications. 
Lead times vary, so be sure to start the process early enough to meet any 
deadlines you may have for your facility’s construction.

When you choose System Equine you get the full System experience, which 
includes honesty, integrity, and superior design and construction.

All of our stalls (except the Standard Stall Series) are available in hot-
dipped galvanized or powder-coated finishes in any colour—a great 
opportunity to showcase your barn’s colours or your own personal style. 
Any design can be further customized by choosing from our selection of 
partitions and add-ons.

If you have any questions regarding our stalls, please feel free to give us a 
call or send us an email and one of our experienced sales reps would be 
more than happy to assist you: 1 (877) 806-9959 or sales@systemequine.
com



ImagineYour Imagination is Our Design

We provide excellence from design to completion. Not seeing exactly 
what you’re looking for? Maybe you already have your own design in mind, 
or see characteristics from a number of our stalls that you’d like to combine. 
Share your ideas with us and we can work together to create your dream 
stall front. Who knows, we might even name the new stall after your 
farm! Many of our current designs were inspired by collaborations between 
our sales reps and clients. We are always excited to create something 
new and unique. We often start with a simple sketch, then produce a 
drawing based on that sketch and work with you to come up with a design 
that is unique to you and your situation.
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From traditional to European-inspired styling, we have a full line of stall designs available to 
meet the needs of every type of equestrian facility.
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Our horse stalls are offered in a variety of finishes. Choose from a hot-dipped 
galvanized finish, or a powder-coated paint finish available in almost any colour.
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CoastalCoastal Stall Series

Our most open-concept stall front yet, the Coastal Stall Series allows 
for full socialization and is an excellent choice for housing friendly horses, 
ponies or miniature horses.  With top of the line hardware, maximized 
ventilation, and the ability to add decorative flanges and finials as accents, 
the Coastal Stall Series can create a fancy and welcoming atmosphere for 
horses and humans alike.

Part of our Designer Swing Collection
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Coastal Stall Front Options Stall Door Options

Latch Options Accent Options

Top Flanges

Bottom Flanges

No Flanges

Plunger

Full Grill

Latch Options

Make it your own

Welded or Woven 
Mesh Bottom Vented Bottom

The Night Lock is a standard feature on all Designer Swing Series stall doors.
It is in addition to the plunger latch.Night Lock

Round Caps

Finials

Square Caps
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WellingtonWellington Stall Series

Clean lines and an open-concept feel are the standout characteristics 
of our Wellington stall series. With its European-inspired elegance, the 
Wellington is a fantastic choice for those looking for a classic, uniform 
style. Our superior craftsmanship and precision during the manufacturing 
process shows in every detail, making the Wellington a timeless option.

Part of our Designer Swing Collection
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Wellington Stall Front Options Stall Door Options

Latch Options Feed Options Accent Options

Top Flanges

Bottom Flanges

No Flanges

Plunger

Full Grill

Latch Options

Opening

Make it your own

Welded or Woven 
Mesh Bottom Vented Bottom

Night Lock

Round Caps

Finials

Square Caps



VenetianVenetian Stall Series

This stall series is best known for its elegance featuring a soft European 
touch with its unique, centered door. The finest details have been 
considered with the design of this masterpiece. Built with horses’ safety 
and handlers’ ease in mind, this stall is beautiful and functional. The 
Venetian is a wonderful addition to any stable looking for something that 
will elicit awe in the eyes of all those who visit.

Part of our Designer Swing Collection
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Venetian Stall Front Options Stall Door Options

Latch Options Feed Options Accent Options

Top Flanges

Bottom Flanges

No Flanges

Grilled Bottom

Latch Options

Round Caps

V Insert

Make it your own

Plunger

Welded or Woven 
Mesh Bottom Vented Bottom

Opening

Finials

Night Lock

Square Caps
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MaverickMaverick Stall Series

Our Maverick stall series is a true statement piece. Its unique swooping 
front creatively sets this design far from the others. If you’re looking for 
something different that is sure to make everyone’s head turn as they 
step foot into your stable, then this is the stall for you. The design allows 
horses to enjoy the social atmosphere of the barn, while safely 
prohibiting them from getting too close to one another.

Part of our Designer Swing Collection
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Maverick Stall Front Options Stall Door Options

Latch Options Feed Options Accent Options

Top Flanges

Bottom Flanges

No Flanges

Full Grill

Latch Options

Make it your own

Welded or Woven 
Mesh Bottom Vented Bottom

Plunger Opening

Night Lock

Round Caps

Finials

Square Caps



Des CoteauxDes Coteaux Stall Series

This classic, elegant design features centered hinged Dutch-style doors 
that can be opened together, or the top opened by itself for socialization. 
This unique characteristic makes this stall a great choice for those who 
want their horses to be able to comfortably see outside their stalls, 
but also like the option of total confinement. Add an arched door and 
vented ash to really take this design to the next level.

Part of our Designer Swing Collection
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Des Coteaux
Top Flanges

Bottom Flanges

No Flanges

V Opening

Stall Front Options Stall Door Options

Latch Options Feed Options Accent Options

Full Grill

Door

Arched Top

Make it your own

Plunger Opening

Welded or Woven 
Mesh Bottom

Vented Bottom

Night Lock

Round Caps

Finials

Square Caps



NoblemanNobleman Stall Series

The European aesthetic on the Nobleman stall series brings a special 
sophistication to any facility. Its carefully designed features simply 
exude grandeur as a whole. The Nobleman’s unique V doors have the 
ability to be easily opened, closed, or completely taken off depending 
on your preferences and needs. Take this design over the top with the 
addition of caps or finials.

Part of our Designer Slide Collection
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Top Flanges

Bottom Flanges

No Flanges

Stall Front Options

Latch Options Feed Options Accent Options

Door Arch

Door

Nobleman

Latch Options Feed Options

Opening

Horseshoe

Springloaded

Full Grill Shutter

Stall Front Options Stall Door Options

Make it your own

Welded or Woven 
Mesh Bottom

Round Caps

Finials

Square Caps

Nobleman V Vented Bottom



EmbletonEmbleton Stall Series

Our one of a kind, majestic Embleton stalls stand tall with a luxurious 
stall door contrasted between towering posts. Included hardware 
features a carefully engineered system that performs at its best every day 
with its superior functionality. The Embleton can easily be customized to 
meet your requirements and requests, making this design your very own. If 
you are searching for a polished stall that truly makes a statement, look 
no further.

Part of our Designer Slide Collection
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Embleton
Top Flanges

Bottom Flanges

No Flanges

Stall Front Options

Latch Options Feed Options Accent Options

Door Arch

Pin

Full Grill Telescopic Bars V Insert

Stall Front Options Stall Door Options

Horseshoe

Stall Front Options Stall Door Options

Make it your own

Vented Bottom

Door

Opening

Welded or Woven 
Mesh Bottom

Round Caps

Finials

Square Caps



FreedomFreedom Stall Series

The Freedom stall is named after its flexibility in design. Its simplicity 
allows for countless customization options. Whether you’re looking for a 
no-nonsense stall, or are interested in adding all the bells and whistles, this 
stall can work for you. It’s a great choice for those on a budget looking 
for a quality panel stall. While simple, this design is certainly not lacking in 
quality; it’s designed to stand up to regular wear and tear caused by horses.

Part of our Freestanding Collection
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WestanaWestana Stall Series

With its added decorative flanges and feed door, the Westana expertly 
combines functionality and aesthetics, making it an excellent choice 
when you want something a little more from your stalls but don’t want to 
break the bank. Choose this stall to achieve that high-end look without 
the high-end pricetag. Opt for matching partitions with top and bottom 
flanges to complete the look.

Part of our Freestanding Collection
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Finish LineFinish Line Stall Series

While our Finish Line stall series is the go-to option for most Standardbred 
and Thoroughbred training centres, it can be a great choice for other 
types of equine facilities as well. Its simple design is often the most 
economical choice for many stables. The welded half swing door provides 
added ventilation and socialization to your stalls at an affordable price.

Part of our Freestanding Collection
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Top & Bottom Flanges

Top Flanges

Stall Front Options

Latch Options Feed Options

DoorOpeningSpringloaded

Stall Front Options Stall Door OptionsStall Front Options Stall Door OptionsFreestanding Collection
Full Grill V Opening

Half Swing Full Swing Nobleman V

Shutter

Nobleman V Opening

Horseshoe

Bottom Flanges

Welded or Woven 
Mesh Bottom

V

Vented Bottom



CompetitionAluminum Competition Stall Series

Showgrounds, fairs, racetracks, private facilities, and expos all require 
ease of setup for temporary situations as well as strength and durability. 
Our Competition stalls and roof structures are used for events all around 
the world. They create a uniform, clean look for your show while safely 
containing the horses. Racks are available for convenient storage and 
transportation.  Choose a complimenting centre alley with roof (right 
photo) or back-to-back roof structure (below right) to complete your 
Competition system.

Part of our Freestanding Collection
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BraecrestBraecrest Stall Series

Our Braecrest design combines the best features from the Rockwood 
and Nobleman stalls. The flanges and contrasting wood on the door make 
an elegant statement in any barn. This design radiates beauty with its 
added bar height, majestic door, and continuous track. The Braecrest is an 
excellent option for anyone looking for a simple stall with a classy twist.

Part of our Post-supported Collection
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No Flanges

Stall Front Options

Latch Options Feed Options

DoorOpeningSpringloaded

Stall Door OptionsBraecrest

PinHorseshoe

Make it your own

Features

Hidden Welds

All of our stalls except our Standard stalls feature hidden welds for added strength

Full Grill ShutterWelded or Woven 
Mesh Bottom

Nobleman V Vented Bottom



RockwoodRockwood Stall Series

Noted for its strength, the Rockwood welded stall is always a wise 
choice for your barn with support posts. Hidden welds guarantee extra 
durability without compromising appearance or the horse’s safety. Each 
bar is secured into pre-punched holes in the U-channel and then welded 
firmly into place. These are ideal for high-use training and boarding 
facilities where a stronger stall system is required.

Part of our Post-supported Collection
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Rockwood

Feed Options

DoorOpening

Top

Stall Door OptionsLatch Options

Make it your own

Horseshoe

Pin

Full Grill V Opening

Half Swing Full Swing Nobleman V

Shutter

Nobleman V Opening

Welded or Woven 
Mesh Bottom

V
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StandardStandard Stall Series

Our Standard stall is our most economical stall front choice that can easily 
be retrofitted into any barn, but is not lacking in quality. Note that they 
are easy to assemble, but do require existing posts. We’ve been providing 
these stalls for our customers since 1994. It’s our most popular kit for those 
who are budget-conscious. They are only available in a galvanized finish, 
but can be available to ship within one to two days via courier or pickup.

Part of our Post-supported Collection
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Standard
Full Grill

Make it your own

Feed Options

DoorOpening

Top

Stall Door OptionsLatch Options

Horseshoe

V Opening

Half Swing Full Swing

V

Full Grill V

Features

Grommets

SHIPS 
WITHIN  
48 HRS



Choosing the correct doors and windows in a barn is an important 
decision; doors are opened every day, several times a day to let people, horses, 
and machinery in and out. Our Dutch doors and windows are designed in a 
way that allows them to be adjusted should your barn shift or sag over time, 
resulting in a perfect fit regardless of the circumstances. Not only are they 
adjustable, they are the strongest door currently on the market. All painted 
doors use galvanized steel under durable powder coat paint resulting in a very 
long lifespan.

Dutch Doors & Windows
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The quality of our Dutch doors and windows is 
the best around.  The door jamb around the outside 
is modeled from a commercial door frame and the 
heavy-duty hinges are fully adjustable thanks to a 
stainless steel hinge pin with a Delran plastic bushing 
pressed into the centre hole (top middle left photo), 
providing you with smooth opening and closing of 
your doors and windows for years to come.
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Build your own one-of-a-kind door with the help of our 
wide assortment of high-quality classic door hardware, 
including hinges, latches, round track, and accessories for 
sliding and swinging doors. No matter where you are in 
the world, our heavy-duty door hardware is designed to 
operate at its best in all climates.  

We have many styles to choose from, and most hardware 
is available both galvanized and powder-coated 
black to match your barn’s look.
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Design the perfect wash stall for your barn and make 
bathing your horses an easy, safe, and enjoyable 
experience for everyone. At System Equine, you can find 
everything you need to bring your wash stall vision to 
life or improve your existing one! With the best hoses, 
shelving, flooring, and heaters available, outfit your wash 
stall and complete the look of your entire barn.
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System Equine has all the accessories you need to keep 
your tack room organized and help you handle your 
equipment with care. Keep everything neatly and 
efficiently stored with well-designed blanket hangers, 
saddle racks and bridle hooks and take advantage of our 
wide variety of wire shelving and rolling carts to make 
your tack room accessible for all.
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Choose from top-of-the-line aisleway flooring so 
that your barn makes a statement upon entrance. With 
multiple colours and varying thickness available, our non-
slip interlocking mats are a safe, seamless, and beautiful 
way to complete your barn.

Reduce slipping, encourage rest, and provide 
your horses’ hard-working joints with relief. From 
interlocking mats to StableComfort, determine 
the comfort level you are looking for and outfit your 
horses’ stall with one of the many available flooring 
options at System Equine.
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Odyssey Performance manufactures premium-quality equine exercise 
equipment right here in our manufacturing shop. Their exercisers have been 
carefully designed to withstand the abuse of a high-volume facility.  
Whether you’re training racehorses, exercising sport horses, or rehabilitating 
horses, Odyssey exercises are some of the heaviest-built machines on the 
market without compromising wear and tear on strategic parts. Years of 
upgrading have produced a very balanced machine capable of running for 
years with little maintenance. Also available by Odyssey is the Thunder Spa, 
a cold salt water spa that helps treat a wide variety of equine conditions and 
reduces the chance of injury pre- and post-competition.

Odyssey Performance
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1 (877) 806-9959
sales@systemequine.com

systemequine.com
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